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a b s t r a c t

NeuroPET is a cylindrical full ring mobile PET/CT scanner for brain imaging that was developed by Photo
Diagnostic Systems, Inc. The scanner has 7 modules, each with 3 � 4 detector blocks. The detectors have
two layers of scintillator arrays with a half pixel pitch offset to realize two levels of depth of interaction.
In this study, we evaluated the NeuroPET scanner modeled in the GATE simulation tool and analyzed the
acquired data to better understand the contribution of inter-detector scattering (IDS). The results show
that the average difference between simulated and measured data for a point-like source is 2.5%. The dif-
ferences are 4.7% and 2.7% for NEMA line source in two data acquisition modes and 5.5% for peak NECR
measurement. IDS evaluation indicated that the total fractions of the cross-layer crystal scatter (CLCS)
and inter-layer crystal scatter (ILCS) events in singles detection mode are 1.98% and 7.98%, respectively.
Approximately 90% of these CLCS events deposit most of their energy in the crystal layer other than the
layer of first interaction. Additionally, no significant difference in ILCS fractions between the two layers
(8.05% vs 7.35%) was observed. The simulation results demonstrate that ILCS events account for �79% of
the total mis-positioned events.

� 2017 Associazione Italiana di Fisica Medica. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The use of brain-dedicated positron emission tomography (PET)
systems for accurate brain imaging in biomedical research has
undergone rapid growth during the past decade. Due to their more
favorable geometry for brain imaging, such PET scanners can
simultaneously provide high sensitivity and high-resolution
images, which may facilitate dynamic brain studies with higher
accuracy [1].

Several brain-dedicated PET scanners with different detector
designs and geometries have been developed in recent years. ECAT
HRRT was one of the first systems dedicated to brain imaging,
which was designed with an octagonal geometry and phoswich
detector scheme [2]. The BGO-based Hamamatsu SHR-12000 scan-
ner [3] and the GSO-based G-PET camera [4] were manufactured
for use in brain imaging. AX-PET was developed based on axial
arrangement of a matrix of long crystals, each read out by hybrid
photon detectors on both their ends [5]. The J-PET scanner [6]
was developed by using a four-layer detector to provide depth-
of-interaction (DOI) information. Additionally, AMPET as a light
and wearable brain PET [7], MINDView as an MR-compatible com-
pact brain PET scanner [8], and Rainbow VHD brain and head/neck
imager [9] and TRIMAGE as multi-modality PET/MR/EEG brain
scanners [10] were developed in recent years to address the need
for dedicated brain PET systems. More recently, Photo Diagnostic
Systems manufactured NeuroPET/CT, a cylindrical full ring and
mobile system [11,12].

NeuroPET’s simple geometry, relative cost-effectiveness and
single-side readout together with its unique features such as small
footprint and mobility are well coordinated with our efforts to
develop a cost-efficient brain-dedicated PET system at the National
Brain Mapping Center, Tehran, Iran. It is noteworthy that
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NeuroPET/CT can potentially be used for animal and pediatric
applications in addition to brain imaging. Its reported sensitivity
is 0.79%, which is 24% greater than that of the HR+ system. The
FDG patient study showed that NeuroPET/CT yielded 17% higher
contrast than Siemens ECAT HR+ in the caudate nucleus and puta-
men [13].

In NeuroPET instrumentation, silicon photomultiplier (SiPM)
and dual-layer offset crystal arrays (DLO) are used to provide
two depth-of-interaction (DOI) levels. The DLO design consists of
an N � N array of crystals positioned on top of a (N + 1) � (N + 1)
crystal array with the same material and offset by half the crystal
pitch, as shown in Fig. 1. The geometric distribution and pattern of
scintillation light detected by the SiPMs is used to estimate the
position of gamma-ray interactions in the detector. This configura-
tion produces a uniform spatial resolution using the DOI informa-
tion and leads to significant improvements in both packing fraction
and sampling density compared with single-layer or no-offset
dual-layer crystal array designs [14,15].

We modeled the NeuroPET system using GATE simulation code
and performed various evaluation tests. More specifically, we
investigated the effect of inter-detector scattering (IDS) on the per-
formance metrics of the system. While this effect is more pro-
nounced in detectors with multi-layer crystals, surprisingly, little
effort has been devoted to addressing its effect.

IDS in pixelated scintillator crystal arrays, for which the incom-
ing annihilation photons interact with more than one crystal
within the same detector block, is one of the key factors that
adversely affects image quality. It is well known that using crystal
pixels with small cross-sections is necessary to achieve high spatial
Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the NeuroPET detector system. Top and side views of the dua
the outer layer are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. (c) illustrates the transaxial view of
4 detector rings.
resolution, especially when a centroid event positioning estimator
is used. However, IDS increases with decreasing pixel cross-
sections, leading to non-negligible mis-positioning errors. IDS
events contribute to a blurred background in the reconstructed
image, which degrades lesion detectability and quantitative accu-
racy [16]. Therefore, it is important to investigate the overall con-
tribution of IDS events and to estimate the first location of gamma-
ray interaction [17]. There is a large body of research dedicated to
estimating the first location of interaction in the detector volume,
such as [18–21]. MC simulations are powerful tools for estimating
the effect and contribution of IDS events [22]. In this study, we first
developed and validated a GATE model for the NeuroPET/CT and
then evaluated the performance characteristics of the scanner to
assess the contribution of different types of IDS events.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. NeuroPET modeling

NeuroPET scanner characteristics: The NeuroPET has 4 detector
rings with a ring diameter of 35.7 cm. The detector system com-
prises 7 detector modules, where each module has 3 � 4 detector
blocks. Therefore, each ring is composed of 21 detector blocks. In
each of the blocks, there are two layers of pixelated
cerium-doped lutetium yttrium orthosilicate (LYSO:Ce) scintillator
optically glued together. The two scintillator layers (22 � 22 for the
outer layer and 21 � 21 for the inner layer) are placed with half
scintillator pixel pitch offset with respect to each other
l-layer offset crystal block, 21 � 21 crystals in the inner layer and 22 � 22 crystals in
NeuroPET with 21 blocks per ring and (d) shows the axial view of the NeuroPET with
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(dual-layer offset configuration). Crystal pixels are
2.3 � 2.3 � 10 mm3 in both layers. A 12 � 12 array of SiPMs with
an external dimension of 51 � 51 mm2 is coupled to the crystal
arrays to collect the scintillation light, thus realizing single-side
readout and two DOI levels. It is noteworthy that while the scintil-
lator layers are arranged in DLO configuration for DOI capability,
this configuration is currently treated as a single layer with a single
characteristic conversion depth in the image reconstruction code
[12].

Monte Carlo model of NeuroPET:We used GATE V6.2 open source
code to model the NeuroPET system [23]. This code is based on
well-validated Geant4 libraries and allows for modeling time-
dependent phenomena [24]. A modeled view of the NeuroPET
scanner and NEMA phantoms are shown in Figs. 1 and 3.

In our simulation, photoelectric effect, Compton, Rayleigh and
multiple scattering, pair production, ionization, non-collinearity,
positron range and radioactive decay are considered. Optical cou-
pling of the crystals with the SiPM arrays, as well as the light trans-
port in the crystals, were not modeled in this work.

We used the ‘‘digitizer” modules in GATE to simulate the elec-
tronic response of the detector. In this step, the charged particle
and the photon interactions are converted into energy bins, detec-
tion positions, and coincidence events. Each module of the digitizer
models a portion of the signal processing chain of the scanner. The
layout of the NeuroPET digitizer modules is shown in Fig. 2. The
chain starts with ‘‘hits” and ‘‘adder” modules, where ‘‘hits” gener-
ate visible photons from interactions of 511 keV photons with the
detector crystals, and ‘‘adder” modules transform the energy depo-
sition by a photon or particle to a ‘‘pulse”. A readout module is
associated with the volume that integrates the results of the adder
module. We set the detector energy resolution to 18% FWHM in the
energy resolution module and used 32,000 photons/MeV light
yield for LYSO:Ce crystal. The time resolution module introduces
Gaussian temporal blurring. We applied 3 ns FWHM time resolu-
tion, which is similar to reported values when using similar detec-
tor configurations [14]. However, changing this value does not
significantly affect the results, as the NeuroPET/CT and small-
bore PET systems cannot use time-of-flight information with the
current hardware technologies. In addition, we found that a quan-
tum efficiency (QE) of 80% as a free and varied scaling factor
[25,26] matches the results of the experimental values. This
Fig. 2. Schematic of the digitizer m
parameter is applied to individual events within the blocks in the
digitizer chain [26]. Two ‘‘dead-time” modules were applied: the
first module was applied on the block level with a value of
400 ns (paralyzable), as suggested in the NeuroPET system evalua-
tion report [12], and a second dead time module with a value of
120 ns (non-paralyzable) was applied to account for the multi-
plexer processing of the single events at the module level [26].
For consistency with the scanner’s experimental reports [12,13],
we investigated two energy windows of 400–650 keV and 350–
700 keV, and two coincidence windows of 7 and 10 ns as ‘‘tight
cuts” and ‘‘loose cuts”. Two values for maximum ring difference
(MRD) as the axial range of the allowable coincidence events in
3D data acquisition mode were used in the simulations: 22 cm,
which equals the length of the axial FOV (AFOV), and 11 cm, which
is half the AFOV. We used ROOT and ASCII output to analyze the
results.

2.2. Validation

Model verification: We verified the correctness of the NeuroPET
model by plotting the coordinates of the detected gamma-ray pho-
tons in both the axial and the transaxial directions as a response to
a point source at the FOV center similar to [27].

We performed three simulations to validate the NeuroPET scan-
ner model: 1) point source sensitivity, 2) line source sensitivity in
two acquisition modes, and 3) noise equivalent count rate (NECR).
The results were evaluated and compared with the manufacturer’s
datasheet, as well as those reported in the literature [11–13].

Point source sensitivity: We modeled a point-like F-18 source
with a 2-mm diameter surrounded by a 10-mm-thick plastic wall.
The source activity and acquisition time were 10 lCi (3.7 MBq) and
1 s, respectively. Point source sensitivity is defined as the fraction
of 511 keV true coincidence photon events detected for a point
source with a given activity placed in the center of FOV. For abso-
lute point source sensitivity, the branching ratio of F-18 (0.967)
must be taken into account [28]. An energy threshold of 350 keV
and a 7-ns coincidence window were selected for this simulation.

Line source sensitivity: Following the NEMA 2007 and 2012 pro-
tocols [29], we simulated a 700-mm-long polyethylene tube with a
2-mm inner diameter and a 3.2-mm outer diameter filled with F-
18. Five concentric aluminum tubes, each 700 mm long, with outer
odel of the NeuroPET scanner.



Fig. 3. (a) Side view of the simulated NeuroPET with NEMA sensitivity phantom; (b) side view of simulated NeuroPET with NEMA scatter phantom. (c) Cross-sectional view of
five layers of the aluminum NEMA sensitivity phantom; (d) cross-sectional view of the simulated NeuroPET with NEMA scatter phantom along with the patient bed.
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diameters of 6.4, 9.5, 12.7, 15.9, and 19.1 mm and a fixed wall
thickness were also simulated (see Fig. 3a and c).

Similar to the manufacturer’s data sheet, an energy threshold of
350 keV with a 7-ns coincidence window, and an MRD equal to the
AFOV were selected (acquisition mode A). A total of 2.7 MBq activ-
ity was used with an acquisition time of 10 s. Source activity was
sufficiently low to minimize the effects of dead-time and random
events. The first simulation was performed with only the first alu-
minum tube in place. One aluminum tube was added per subse-
quent measurement. In addition, the count rate was normalized
to that of the 70-cm line source. Finally, the sensitivity as a func-
tion of the total thickness of the aluminum sleeves was plotted
and then extrapolated to an attenuation-free sensitivity value. This
simulation was also repeated with the line sources placed at the
FOV according to published experimental results, with a 400–
650 keV energy window, and an MRD equal to half of the AFOV
(acquisition mode B).

NECR: We modeled a 700-mm-long plastic tube with a 3.2-mm
diameter placed in a polyethylene scatter phantom. While the
phantom was positioned in the FOV center, the 700-mm F-18 line
source was placed 45 mm below the transverse center (see
Fig. 3b and 3 d). NECR was calculated for different activity values.
It is noteworthy that we also simulated a patient bed that is used
to hold the phantom in FOV.

2.3. Inter detector scattering evaluation

For quantification of IDS in the NeuroPET scanner, a 511 keV
gamma-ray point source with 10 mCi activity was placed in the
FOV center. To evaluate the crystal scattering in the detector
blocks, no attenuating material was placed between the source
and the detector blocks. The scatter events from the phantom were
not taken into account. Optical photon transport was not imple-
mented. We used GATE’s ASCII output, which is basically a ‘‘hit”
file. While complete photon history from the first interaction until
absorption in the crystal can be extracted, we only used the first
interaction location and the final absorbed location as relevant
information to evaluate mis-positioned events.

With our in-house developed MATLAB code, we evaluated the
characteristics of every interaction in the ‘‘hit” files and deter-
mined the fraction of mis-positioned events. Given the dual crystal
layer configuration of the NeuroPET scanner, we defined two IDS
event categories: cross-layer crystal scattering (CLCS), and inter-
layer crystal scattering (ILCS). In the work published by Gu et al.,
they developed a LYSO-BGO single detector with dual-layer config-
uration and presented a CLCS algorithm to analyze their detector
[17]. In this study, we modified their algorithm to examine LYSO-
based DLO detectors in the full ring NeuroPET scanner and ana-
lyzed both CLCS and ILCS events. The detected singles events can
be categorized as follows:

L1: The gamma photon deposits all its energy in the inner layer
only.
L2: The gamma photon deposits all its energy in the outer layer
only.
L1S: The gamma photon deposits its energy in the inner layer,
but in a crystal other than the one with which it interacted.
L2S: The gamma photon deposits its energy in the outer layer,
but in a crystal other than the one with which it interacted.
C1: The gamma photon interacts in both layers. The first inter-
action occurs in the inner layer, and its deposited energy in the
inner layer is smaller than the outer layer.
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C2: The gamma photon interacts in both layers. The first inter-
action occurs in the inner layer, and its deposited energy in the
inner layer is larger than the outer layer.
C3: The gamma photon interacts in both layers. The first inter-
action occurs in the outer layer, and its deposited energy in the
outer layer is smaller than the inner layer.
C4: The gamma photon interacts in both layers. The first inter-
action occurs in the outer layer, and its deposited energy in the
outer layer is larger than the inner layer.

Fig. 4 shows all the above-mentioned event types. We calcu-
lated the fraction of each event type from the total number of
interacting gamma rays. L1S and L2S determine the ILCS fraction,
and C1 to C4 determine CLCS value. A total mis-positioned event
was calculated by summing CLCS and ILCS.
3. Results

3.1. Validation study

Overall robustness verification: To verify our model, the accuracy
of axial sensitivity (3D) and transaxial detection position were
Fig. 4. Representation of different types of events in the NeuroPET detector. L1
(inner layer events), L2 (outer layer events), L1S (inner layer scattering events), L2S
(outer layer scattering events), and C1–C4 (four types of cross layer crystal
scattering (CLCS) events).

Fig. 5. (a) The NeuroPET transaxial detection position in the x–y plane. (b) T
checked. Fig. 5(a) illustrates a histogram of the coordinates of the
detected events corresponding to the gamma-ray interaction posi-
tions in the detector blocks. The scanner diameter of this histogram
shows 357 mm, which matches our modeled scanner. Fig. 5(b)
shows the simulated axial sensitivity (3D) of the NeuroPET. As
expected, the system sensitivity peaks at the FOV center and then
sharply decreases as the source moves towards the FOV periphery.
System sensitivity goes to zero outside the axial FOV. The axial dis-
tance in the base of this distribution shows 220 mm, which is the
same value as that of the axial FOV of the simulated scanner.

Point source sensitivity: The absolute sensitivity is defined as the
ratio of total coincidence rate to the point source activity. Our
results show an 8.2% point source sensitivity, which is 2.5% greater
than that of the reported experimental results of �8% [11].

NEMA line source sensitivity: Fig. 6 shows the simulation results
of sensitivity measurements in the two acquisition modes, A and B,
as a function of accumulated aluminum sleeve thickness. For MRD
equal to half of the AFOV and a 400–650 keV energy window, we
calculated a 7.81 kcps/MBq sensitivity compared with the reported
7.5 kcps/MBq. This value increased to 14.90 kcps/MBq (versus 14.5
kcps/MBq reported by the manufacturer) when MRD was equal to
the AFOV, and only a 350 keV lower energy threshold was used.
Therefore, the differences between the simulation and the experi-
mental values [11,12] of the two acquisition modes are 4.1 and
2.7%.
he simulated NeuroPET sensitivity result as a function of axial position.

Fig. 6. Sensitivity as a function of aluminum sleeve thickness for two different data
acquisition modes using NEMA-like line source.
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Noise equivalent count rate: The noise equivalent count rate
without random subtraction is calculated using:

NECR1R ¼ T2

T þ Sþ R
ð1Þ

where T, S, and R are the true, scatter, and random count rates,
respectively. Fig. 7 shows a simulated NECR curve for a uniformly
distributed activity concentration using the NEMA-NU 2007 scatter
phantom. As marked in the figure: 20.3, 28.2, 36.7, and 38 kcps are
obtained for activity concentrations of 1, 2, 3, and 6 kBq/ml, respec-
tively. Additionally, a maximum NECR of 40.1 kcps is obtained for
an activity of 3.7 kBq/ml, whereas the experimental results reported
38 kcps for the same activity concentration. The simulated NECR
values show good agreement with the experimental data.

3.2. Inter-detector scatters

CLCS results: The fractions of different CLCS types are summa-
rized in Table 1. The results show that the contributions of L1
(inner layer) and L2 (outer layer) are 67.5% and 30.5%, respectively.
Additionally, the fraction of single events that interacted in both
layers and are categorized as CLCS mis-positioned events is
1.98%. This value rises to approximately 4% in the coincidence
mode. The C1 and C3 event types that account for up to 90% of
the total CLCS mis-positioned events deposit most of their energy
in different layers than the first interaction layer. The results also
show that with �80% share, C1 events significantly contribute to
the total CLCS events, therefore, much attention should be paid
to identifying and eliminating this event type.

ILCS results: The results of ILCS are summarized in Table 2. For
clarification, we define ILCS using the following:

L1S% ¼ L1S
L1

� 100

L2S% ¼ L2S
L2

� 100
Fig. 7. The noise equivalent count rate (NECR) against activity concentration for the
NeuroPET.

Table 1
The fractions of different types of CLCS events.

Type L1 L2 C1 C2

Fraction 67.5% 30.5% 1.6% 0.03%

Table 2
The fractions of different types of ILCS events.

Type L1% L2% L1S%

Fraction 67.5% 30.5% 8.05%
ILCS ¼ ðL1Sþ L2SÞ
total number of interacting gammas

Table 2 shows that the percentages of single events detected as
L1S% (crystal scatter fraction in the inner layer) and L2S% (crystal
scatter fraction in the outer layer) are 8.0% and 7.3%, respectively.
The total fraction of single events that are detected as ILCS mis-
positioned events is 7.68%. This fraction will increase to approxi-
mately 16% in coincidence mode. It should be noted that according
to the results, the probabilities of L1S and L2S events are almost the
same.

Total inter detector scattering results by summing CLCS and
ILCS we arrive at 9.66%, which represents a value for all mis-
positioned events to the total interacted photons (L1 + L2 + C1
+ C2 + C3 + C4).
4. Discussion and conclusion

In the overall robustness verification of the MC system model,
by checking the accuracy of axial sensitivity (3D) and transaxial
detection position in Fig. 5(a), we observed that the distribution
is completely homogeneous and isotropic. Additionally, the ring
diameter in this distribution equals our modeled scanner so that
all detectors are positioned and simulated correctly.

In the validation study of the MC system model, the results of
the point- and line-source sensitivity (Fig. 6) indicate an overesti-
mation of 2.5% for the point source and 4.1% and 2.7% for two
acquisition modes using the line source when compared with the
measured experimental data. This overestimation is expected
because the actual detector signal processing chain, which is not
exactly modeled here, includes block non-uniform energy resolu-
tions, light transport, light leakage, and SiPM, as well as optical
coupling efficiencies.

The simulated values of the NECR show good agreement with
the experimental results [11,12]. In this analysis, due to time-
consuming simulation runs, we only evaluated 5 source activities.
However, the NECR curve is acceptable, and its peak matches well
with the experimental data. Generally, the small deviations at high
activity levels are due to the deficiency of GATE code in simulating
the complicated behavior of electronic systems. Indeed, the devel-
oped GATE model is an approximation and is based on limited
detail on geometric information and the actual detector signal pro-
cessing chain. Nevertheless, the simulated results, especially in low
activity levels, agree well with the measured data.

Among CLCS results, we found that C1 contributes to a larger
fraction of events. This behavior is quite compatible with the work
performed by Gu et al. [17], and this is due to Compton kinematics.
We know that in Compton scattering, gamma rays preferentially
scatter in the forward direction and deposit smaller amounts of
energy in the first interaction crystal. This is quite compatible with
other studies [17,30]. When we compare our results quantitatively
with those of Gu et al., we observe that our measured value for C1
events is smaller than their result. In addition, the total CLCS mis-
positioned errors is smaller than what they reported. This differ-
C3 C4 Cross layer mis-positioned events

0.24% 0.12% 1.98%

L2S% Inter layer mis-positioned events

7.35% 7.68%
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ence may be explained by the number of detector rings, as our
model is based on a 4-ring (and 21 blocks per ring) detector system
in which some annihilation photons can obliquely interact with
the detectors, while in their report, only a single detector with
gamma rays traveling in the forward direction was modeled. This
could lead to a decrease in the CLCS mis-positioned errors but to
an increase in ILCS errors. Finally, for restoration of CLCS errors,
we should focus more on C1 with the extraction of inner layer sig-
nal components separately from those of the outer layer.

By comparing the values in Table 2, we observe that the fraction
of crystal scattering in the inner layer (8.05%) is approximately
equal to that of the outer layer (7.35%) within one standard devia-
tion. This is because the two crystal layers have same specifications
such as crystal type and geometry.

Comparing the ILCS and CLCS values shows that ILCS mis-
positioned errors are very significant (7.68% versus 1.98% in single
events, and 16% versus 4% in coincidence mode), corresponding to
79% of the total mis-positioned errors. Therefore, it is important to
seek solutions to reduce ILCS mis-positioning errors to improve
image spatial resolution and SNR. As previously stated, there are
algorithms that are based on Compton kinematics and the maxi-
mum signal to identify the first location of gamma ray interactions
to minimize the effect of IDS on image quality.

We modeled the NeuroPET scanner mainly due to its practical
design, which is based on conventional and available detector com-
ponents, single-side readout, and mobility. The developed and val-
idated model can provide a reliable tool for our detector
development research and will be used as a guide to understand
the pros and cons of new detector designs featuring different
geometries, including staggered layers, as well as those with differ-
ent scintillator materials.
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